"Atmic Vision was one of the FINEST CONCERTS EVER PERFORMED on
the Panida stage. The incredibly beautiful music took me deep within, spoke to
the core of my being, moving a part of me that I'm not in touch with enough.
But I found that as much as I wanted to remain there, I also didn't want to miss
the opportunity to watch the musicians play. All masters of their instruments,
their precision was engrossing. Not only was the music mesmerizing, but also
the ease, familiarity and the perfection in which the instruments were handled,
is something to behold. Foreign to the American eye, the tabla, flute and double
bass combination played in the traditional Indian way HELD THE AUDIENCE
IN REVERENCE.” - K. Bowers, Director, Panida Theater

Atmic Vision
New Sound
Indo-American Fusion

“Meeting of worlds & music: Muthu, Paul and Butto are cultural ambassadors
bridging the divide with their ethno-music rhythms in all its purity. They
WIELD THEIR MAGIC with melody and rhythm.” - Times of India
"Delightful, soothing, MESMERIZING, tranquil, empowering, enlightening
and culturally diverse.” - The Chronicle-News
“The music is great, so new, so fresh! The positive chemistry of the musicians
creates an enthusiasm that DRAWS THE ENTIRE AUDIENCE INTO THE
MUSIC.” - G. Arndt, recording engineer
"The music was CAPTIVATING, accessible, and performed with superb
artistry!" - P. Bruns, Director, Rocky Mountain Center for Musical Arts
“Atmic Vision plays INSPIRED MUSIC.” - Indian Express, Bangalore
“SPELLBOUND THROUGHOUT, totally into the music, our audience sprang
to its feet for a spontaneous standing ovation.” - S. Hazelrig, Director, Music
House

Concert & Indian Music Workshop info :
Email: paul.erhard@colorado.edu
Tel: 303-492-4918
Detailed Bio, Acclaim, Calendar, Indian
Music Workshop, Music, Videos and more:

atmicvision.com

Atmic Vision Performing in Paris

Annada Prasanna (Butto) Pattanaik Bansuri Flute
Dr. Paul Erhard (DMA Juilliard) Double Bass
Muthu Kumar Tabla Drums

“ STUNNING”
“Each member of Atmic Vision is stunning in his virtuosity. The music has
an indomitable and irrepressible life force, like a dandelion pushing its way
through concrete. This is only the beginning of an even more profound
capacity to touch audience members with a pureness of joy I no longer
thought was possible.” - S. Vaughn, Metropolitan Opera, New York City

 Concerts  Workshop  Outreach 

ATMIC VISION uplifts with captivating rhythms, melodies and
moods. Its totally NEW SOUND awakens joy in audiences of all ages!
The enchanting bansuri flute, the soulful bowed and plucked double
bass, and the mesmerizingly rhythmic tabla create an exotic fusion of
Indian and American styles.
Energizing, captivating, healing… ATMIC VISION tunes into the
positive powers of raga-based music. Audiences have direct experience
of the enlivening ancient principles Sathyam, Shivam and Sundaram,
Oneness, Goodness and Beauty. ATMIC VISION’S unique NEW
SOUND is a virtuoso fusion of American and Indian elements. The
bowed/plucked Western double bass intertwines with the Indian bamboo
flute and tabla drums. The music is earthy: strong and grounded, radiant
and buoyant. Atmic Vision soars, grooves, dances and reverberates
with jazzed-up Indian melodies and rhythms. Audiences are transported
“This is the best music I have ever heard” say many teenagers.

Vision’s popular first CD, Expanding Horizons, was recorded in 2005.
Atmic Vision’s highly anticipated second CD, Sunrise at
Kanyakumari, is due for release in mid-2010.
INDIAN MUSIC WORKSHOP: Atmic Vision’s interactive
“Expanding The Horizons” Indian music workshop has actively
engaged 9000+ students in over 50 Indian Music workshops at schools
in Colorado (many supported by University of Colorado Outreach),
Illinois, Nevada (4 schools set up by Las Vegas Dept of Secondary
Fine Arts), New Jersey, New York City (7 schools tour endorsed and
funded in part by NYC Dept of Education), Wisconsin, Wyoming.
Expanding Horizons: i T u nes c dba by .co m
“Some tracks have an upbeat,
dancing feel while others send you
off into a space of transient,
imagery-filled peacefulness.”
The Colorado Daily

Dr. Paul Erhard, double bass, is professor of double bass at the University
of Colorado College of Music in Boulder. Since 1998, Paul has pioneered
using the double bass in Indian Classical music. Paul earned MM and DMA
degrees from Juilliard with Homer Mensch, and his BM from Eastman
School of Music with James VanDemark. He won the 1984 Juilliard
Double Bass Solo Competition. Visit Paul at www.amazingbass.net.

Atmic Vision in India

TOURS: The upcoming 2010 Tour includes a special invitation to
perform at the Kennedy Center in Washington DC, and in Berlin.
2005, '07 & '08 tours have brought Atmic Vision's music in 43 concerts
to audiences in 10 states from New York to California, and Paris.
Venues have included universities, churches, concert halls, theaters,
recital halls, and community centers. A highlight of the ’07 Tour was
Atmic Vision’s New York City debut at Symphony Space. Atmic
Vision has been featured on TV and live radio broadcasts. Atmic

Annada (Butto) Prasanna Pattanaik, flute is one of India’s foremost
classical bansuri artists. He is highly sought after in the film industry in
Southern India and is featured on over 1000 film songs. Butto studied with
India’s leading bansuri maestro, Pandit Hari Prasad Chaurasia. Butto
graduated with a Sangeet Visharada Purna degree studying with Professor
M.M. Patnaik. Visit Butto at www.talkingbamboo.blogspot.com.
Muthu Kumar, tabla, performs, records and teaches extensively in India and
abroad. He has performed on over 70 recordings in a wide variety of
musical settings including Indian, Jazz, Gospel, and Hip-Hop. Muthu
studied in Bombay with the tabla legend Ustad Alla Rakha, and the great
tabla virtuosos Ustad Zakir Hussain and Pandit Yogesh Samsi. Visit Muthu
at www.singingdrums.com.

